Doug Antczak: Doug Antczak, Microbiology and Immunology
Vilma Santiago-Irizarry: Vilma Santiago-Irizarry, Anthropology
Paul Ginsparg: Paul Ginsparg, Information Science
David Field: David Field, Psychology
Daniel Gallagher: Daniel Gallagher, Classics
Katie Walsh: Kathryn Walsh, Natural Resources and the Environment
Erik Born: Erik Born, German Studies
Mary Jo Dudley: Mary Jo Dudley, Cornell Farmworker Program, Global Development.
Tamika Nunley: Tamika Nunley, History
Angela Cornell: Angela Cornell, Law School
Courtney Roby: Courtney Roby, Classics
Risa Lieberwitz: Risa Lieberwitz, ILR
Ailong Ke: Ailong Ke, MBG
Kelly Hume: Kelly Hume, Clinical Sciences
Stephan Schmidt: Stephan Schmidt, City and Regional Planning
Martha Field: Martha Field, Nutritional Sciences
Anne Weber: Anne Weber, Landscape Architecture
Andrea Stevenson Won: Andrea Stevenson Won, Communication
mary katzenstein: mary f katzenstein CAPE
Walter De Jong: Walter De Jong, Plant Breeding
Robin Dando: Robin Dando, Food Science
Harold Hodes: Harold Hodes, PHIL
Jill Short: Thank you, I appreciate everyone who has signed in via chat.
Christine Holmes (she/her): Christine Holmes, Postdoctoral Studies
Connie Round: Connie Yuan, Global Development
David Lee: David Lee, Dyson School, Faculty Trustee
Context to earlier discussion on RTE: Inside Higher Ed survey of chief academic officers shows many colleges are exploring new models beyond simple TT/NTT distinction. Between 57-70% of colleges & universities either already have or are considering: 1) better recognition of teaching faculty, 2) granting broader voting rights, 3) multiple-year contracts, 4) new job titles. Details at: https://www.insidehighered.com/reports/2023/03/06/provosts-views-tenure-gen-ed-budgets-and-more

If you didn't "signin" via chat, please let us know you attended today's meeting. Thank you!
Michelle Crow: Michelle Crow, ELSO

Marina Caillaud: Marina caillaud, entomology